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Abstract
Stochastic gradient descent (S GD) is successfully applied to train deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
on various computer vision tasks. Since fixed step-size S GD
converges to so-called error plateau, it is applied in combination with decaying learning rate to reach a favorable
optimum. In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective
optimization method to improve S GD with a phase-wise decay of learning rate. Through analyzing both a loss surface
around the error plateau and a structure of the S GD optimization process, the proposed method is formulated to improve convergence as well as initialization at each training
phase by efficiently aggregating the CNN parameters along
the optimization sequence. The method keeps the simplicity
of S GD while touching the S GD procedure only a few times
during training. The experimental results on image classification tasks thoroughly validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method in comparison to the other methods.

1. Introduction
As deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) produce promising performance on variety of computer vision tasks, optimization of the deep models is also an active research topic in this literature. Stochastic gradient descent (S GD) [26, 23] is arguably one of the most successful approaches by effectively leveraging large-scale training dataset via mini-batches to train the huge number of
parameters with favorable stochasticity in a simple formulation [38, 35]. In recent years, much research effort has
been made to improve S GD especially in terms of adaptive scaling [34, 15, 25, 20]. Though the adaptive method,
such as A DAM [15], contributes to rapid training time,
the generalization performance is still unclear and in some
practical cases is even inferior to S GD. Some variants of
A DAM [25, 20] are proposed to alleviate the shortcomings
toward filling the performance gap against S GD.
Thus, S GD is still a competitive optimization method to
train deep CNNs, and optimization behavior of S GD is ac-

tively analyzed in the framework of deep learning [32, 2,
7, 6]. On a strongly convex loss function, S GD equipped
with a fixed learning rate exhibits linear convergence up to
a radius around the optimal solution [1, 21]. In the case of
training a deep CNN which imposes a non-convex loss, the
fixed step-size S GD (with momentum [23]) also converges
to non-optimal loss, so-called error plateau [17, 10]. As
a common practice toward better optimization, we usually
decay (decrease) the learning rate so that S GD proceeds beyond the error plateau.
In this study, we consider a training phase, a period of
constant learning rate as shown in Fig. 1a, and focus on the
error plateau to which S GD locally converges at each training phase. Through analyzing a loss surface around the error plateau and a phase-wise structure of S GD optimization,
the proposed method aggregates (averages) the model parameters along the optimization sequence within a phase for
effectively enhancing the local convergence of S GD as well
as providing the favorable initialization for the next phase.
Thereby, the proposed method improves the whole S GD
optimization process through repeated phase-wise modification while keeping almost the same computation cost as
the original S GD. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows; (1) through the phase-wise analysis of
S GD optimization process, we propose a simple yet effective practical method to improve S GD by means of phasewise parameter averaging and (2) in the experiments using
various datasets/CNNs on image classification, the method
is thoroughly evaluated to exhibit favorable performance in
comparison with the other methods.

1.1. Related works
We briefly review the related methods which aggregate
CNN models in a way of external or internal fusion. Ensemble of CNN models independently trained with different random seeds is used to externally fuse their outputs
for final classification [17] and recently, those models are
sampled along the optimization sequence [6] without repeating whole training process. Model ensemble, however, requires large amount of computation cost and mem-
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ory consumption in accordance with the number of models
to use. On the other hand, from optimization viewpoint,
internally averaging model parameters along the optimization sequence has been shown to be effective for convergence by Polyak-averaging [24], while averaging parallel
training [8] demands extra computation resources. Based
on [6], stochastic weight averaging [13] aggregates parameters of models which are diversely trained through finetuning. These internal methods work rather after training,
thus being complementary to the following methods and
ours that operate on the optimization process itself during
training. In [27], the aggregation weights are adaptively
learned, though requiring k-times extra-memory to store k
multiple model parameters. Toward faster convergence, the
Lookahead method [36] efficiently applies model aggregation every k updates by means of moving average which
requires a buffer only for single model parameter. The proposed method is connected to the above-mentioned internal parameter fusion to improve optimization process during training. While the works [6, 13] focus on the behavior around the optimum based on pre-trained models, our
first analysis (Sec. 2.1.1) reveals that the similar behavior
can be found in early phase of training, which is distinctively necessary for constructing our repeated procedure
(Algorithm 1). Through phase-wise analyses of S GD process, we formulate an efficient optimization method to improve performance with almost the same amount of computation as the original S GD, in contrast to the previous methods [27, 36]. It might be noteworthy that those external and
internal fusion techniques are also applied in the framework
of semi-supervised learning [18, 30].

2. Optimization by SGD
Stochastic gradient descent (S GD) [26, 23] is widely applied to train neural networks by efficiently minimizing an
objective loss, such as a softmax cross-entropy loss for classification. For optimizing a deep CNN on large-scale training data, S GD iteratively updates the model parameters θ
by means of gradients of the loss on a mini-batch with a
learning rate λ:
Mini-batch wise: θ[b] = θ[b−1] + λδ[b] ,
Epoch-wise: θt = θt−1 + λ

B
X

δt,[b] ,

(1)
(2)

b=1

where b indicates the mini-batch index and δ[b] is composed
of a (negative) gradient of the loss w.r.t θ and its momentum
computed over the training samples in the b-th mini-batch.
B mini-batches are drawn so as to visit all the training samples in a cycle, so-called epoch, and we also show in (2)
an epoch-wise update for θt by aggregating δt,[b] at the t-th
epoch.

To produce favorably optimal CNNs, we can employ the
standard training practice regarding a learning rate as follows. The learning rate λ is initially set to small value,
e.g., λ = 0.1, and then is decayed by a certain factor, e.g.,
λ = 0.1 → 0.01, after passing through some epochs, as
shown in Fig. 6. According to this standard practice, we
partition the whole S GD training process into several training phases. The training phase is a period of constant learning rate and is of the higher level than epoch (Fig. 1a).

2.1. Proposed method
We analyze the S GD optimization process in a phasewise manner from the following two perspectives, error
plateau (Sec. 2.1.1) and repeated structure (Sec. 2.1.2), toward improving S GD.
2.1.1

Error plateau

In the case of strongly convex loss functions, S GD with
properly fixed learning rate λ renders linear convergence up
to a radius around the optimal solution [1, 21], depending
on the variances of stochastic gradients; toward faster convergence, some variants of SGD are proposed to reduce the
gradient variance, such as in SVRG [14] and SAGA [3],
though being less effective for training deep neural networks [4]. We here practically analyze the S GD optimization on each training phase (fixed λ) for a CNN which poses
a non-convex loss.
Fig. 1 shows how the training of WideResNet-2810 [33] on Cifar-100 [16] dataset proceeds by S GD (momentum=0.9) over 3 phases of the learning rates λ ∈
{0.1, 0.01, 0.001}. The training loss in Fig. 1a converges to
non-zero value, error plateau [10], in each phase. To monitor the model parameters in the 1st training phase, Fig. 1b
shows 2-D PCA subspace of the last FC classifier weights in
the CNN which approximately represent the status of CNN
parameters; the classifier weight matrix of 640 × 100 is flattened into a 64K-dimensional vector. In addition, similarly
to an attracter analysis [29], the time-delayed representations of the parameters are also shown in Fig. 1 whose coordinates are described by Euclidean distances between adjacent parameters (kθt −θt−1 k2 , kθt −θt−2 k2 ). Those results
demonstrate that the fixed step-size S GD actually converges
around the optimum while exhibiting a certain curvature of
the optimization sequence.
We then explore the loss surface on which the S GD sequence traverses. As in the model connectivity [6], we measure the training/test losses on a (line) segment connecting two parameters of the S GD sequence. Fig. 2 shows
losses on four segments connecting five anchor points of
{θ1 , θ20 , θ40 , θ60 , θ80 } in the 1st phase. During early training (θ1 ∼ θ20 ), there contains no barrier but a simply decreasing surface, which is also accordance with the anal-
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Figure 1. Some visualization of training CNN. We apply momentum-SGD [23] to train Wide-ResNet-28-10 [33] on Cifar-100 dataset [16]
over three training phases of λ ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001} (a). Each phase is detailed by PCA and time-delay (TD) plot in (b,c,d).
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Figure 2. Training and test losses on the line segments connecting
five parameter points in the 1st training phase (λ = 0.1).

ysis of [7]. This indicates that S GD effectively proceeds
at the early training epochs by simply decreasing the loss.
On the other hand, the loss surfaces on the segments at
the later training epochs are concave, thereby demonstrating that S GD walks around the optimal point with a certain
radius while being trapped in an error plateau. According
to the standard practice of training CNNs, a learning rate
is decayed so as to go beyond the error plateau and further
decrease the loss by S GD.
The analysis based on Fig. 2 also brings us possibility
to construct a better parameter by simply aggregating (averaging) the parameters on the later sequence of a phase to
approach the mode of the concave loss surface. For that
purpose, we analyze the granularity of the SGD sequence
points to be averaged. From a statistical viewpoint, it is
desirable to exploit samples θ of high diversity around the
error plateau for effectively estimating the better parameter
via averaging that produces a smaller loss. In this case, there
are several levels of granularity for measuring the diversity
from mini-batch (1) to epoch (2). Fig. 3 shows losses of
the two-point average 21 (θ80 + θ) at various temporal intervals between θ and θ80 . While the granularity of minibatch level is too small to sufficiently decrease the loss due
to less diversity, the interval greater than one epoch con-

tributes to favorably reducing the loss; we thus employ the
epoch-wise parameter representation θt for averaging. It
should be noted that it is desirable to consider favorably
smaller interval so that we can exploit samples as many as
possible for averaging.
Fig. 3 also demonstrates that the point far from the error plateau less contributes to decreasing loss. Considering
hardness to properly detect the period of an error plateau,
we apply the following exponential averaging to pay more
attention to the later training epochs at which the parameter
probably reaches the error plateau:
θ̄ =

T
1 − γ X T −t
γ
θt ⇔ θ̄ ← γ θ̄ + (1 − γ)θt , (3)
1 − γ T t=1

where T is the number of epochs in the training phase, γ is a
(pre-fixed) decaying factor; the averaging is efficiently computed by applying an iterative update based on the learnt parameter θt at the t-th epoch. In the case that CNNs contain
batch normalization [12], after averaging parameters in (3),
we additionally run only forward-pass of the network to calibrate the local statistics at the batch normalization layers as
in [13, 6].
The number of training epoch T is a hyper-parameter to
be tuned by users and thus is varied across phases, CNN
model and tasks; for example, we use T1 = 80 epochs to
reach the plateau in the first phase and T2 = 40 epochs in
the second phase in the case of Fig. 1a. It is necessary to
robustly cope with the training phase duration T of various
length. To this end, we define the decaying factor γ accord80
ing to T as γ = γ0T where γ0 is a pre-fixed base factor;
in this study, we set γ0 = 0.9 as a rule of thumb based
on the ablation experiments in Sec. 3. Thereby, the weight
γ T −t for the parameter θt in (3) is adaptively changed according to the relative position of the current epoch t by
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Optimizer
Input: {Tp , λp }P
p=1 : Number of epochs Tp and learning rate λp
at the p-th training phase,
θ: Model parameters,
γ0 = 0.9: Base decaying factor for averaging.
1: θ ← θ0 : Parameter initialization
2: for p = 1 to P do
80
Tp

1batch

10batch

100batch 1epoch

10epoch

50epoch

Interval for 2-point averaging

Figure 3. Losses by two-point average 21 (θ80 + θ) at various temporal intervals.

3:
θ̄ ← 0, γ = γ0
4:
for t = 1 to Tp do
5:
for b = 1 to B do
6:
θ ← θ + λp δt,[b] : Mini-batch based update by S GD
7:
end for
8:
θ̄ ← γ θ̄ + (1 − γ)θ: Exponential moving average
9:
end for
1
10:
θ ← 1−γ
T θ̄: Initialization for the next training phase
11: end for

Output: θ: Optimized model parameters

which simultaneously provides the better initialization for
the next phase.

Figure 4. Exponential weight for averaging parameters {θt }Tt=1
on various T ; we set the base factor as γ0 = 0.9.

Based on these two analyzes (Sec. 2.1.1&2.1.2), the proposed method is formulated to improve S GD optimization,
as summarized in Algorithm 1. It is so simple that the S GD
optimization procedure is modified only once at each training phase (line 8 in Algorithm 1).

2.2. Discussion
γ

T −t

2.1.2

T −t
T 80

= γ0

, as shown in Fig. 4.

Repeated optimization structure

After reaching the error plateau, the learning rate λ is decreased to further proceed the S GD optimization in the next
training phase (Fig. 1a). This procedure is repeated several
times to finally produce the optimal CNN model parameter. Therefore, we regard such an S GD optimization not as a
whole but rather as a composite of several training phases.
Actually, as shown in Fig. 1b-d, the optimization in each
training phase proceeds similarly from the initial point to
the convergence even under the different learning rate. We
here focus on the initial parameter at the training phase. In
the first (p = 1) phase, some techniques such as [9] are
(1)
applied to initialize θ = θ0 , while the second and later
(p > 1) phases receive as an initial point the last estima(p−1)
tion θTp−1 that the previous (p − 1) phase finally produces.
From this viewpoint of phase-wise initialization, as the better initialization can induce the better solution, we leverage
the averaged parameter θ̄ (p−1) via (3) at the p − 1-th phase
to the initialization of the next p-th phase, instead of the
(p−1)
last estimate θTp−1 . Namely, we improve the S GD optimization simply yet effectively by injecting the parameter
aggregation (3) into the convergence at each training phase,

We discuss connection between aggregating parameters
in (3) and decaying learning rate, and the computation cost
of the proposed method (Algorithm 1), and convergence
analysis.
Connection to Decayed Learning Rate: Given the epochwise update formula in (2), the parameter averaging (3) with
1−γ T −t
the weight αt = 1−γ
can be unfolded to
T γ
θ̄ =

T
X

αt θt = θ0 +
T
X
t=1

= θ0 +

αt (θt − θ0 )

(4)

t=1

t=1

= θ0 +

T
X

T
X

αt

t
X

λ∆τ = θ0 +

τ =1

1 − γ T −τ +1
λ∆τ ,
1 − γT
τ =1

" T
T
X
X

τ =1

t=τ

#

αt λ∆τ
(5)
(6)

where θ0 is an initial parameter and ∆t is the update at
the t-thP
epoch summing up the mini-batch wise updates,
B
∆t = b=1 δt,[b] in (2). This implies that averaging parameters (3) is related to updating θ with the decayed learnT −t+1
λ (Fig. 6). It, however, should be noted
ing rate 1−γ
1−γ T
that in (6) the update ∆t is computed at the parameters θt
sequentially trained with the constant learning rate λ. Thus,
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the averaging in (3), equivalently (6), can be regarded as a
posteriori decay of learning rate in contrast to the a priori
approach that updates parameters θ with the decayed learnT −t+1
λ. These two approaches are empirically
ing rate 1−γ
1−γ T
compared in Sec. 3.
On the other hand, it is also possible to embed the exponential moving average (EMA), θ̄ ← γ θ̄ + (1 − γ)θt ,
into the parameter updating (2) during training in an in-vivo
manner [27, 36]. In case of injecting EMA into every update, however, the parameter update formula is reduced into
θt−1 ← θ̄, θt = θt−1 + λ∆t , θ̄ ← γ θ̄ + (1 − γ)θt (7)
⇔ θ̄ ← θ̄ + (1 − γ)λ∆t ,
(8)
which corresponds to constantly decaying the learning rate
by the factor of 1 − γ; this frequent injection is essentially
equivalent to the original S GD. In [36], the issue is addressed by updating every k steps. In contrast, we disentangle the two effects of learning rate and EMA by injecting the averaged parameters into training only at the end of
each training phase. Thus, the proposed method retains the
favorable characteristics of S GD optimization at early training epochs (Fig. 2) while alleviating the convergence issue
as well as improving the initialization at each phase.
Computation cost: The proposed method in Algorithm 1
requires almost the same computation cost as the standard
S GD. The extra operation to update θ̄ is performed only
once per epoch and extra memory is used only for storing θ̄,
which can be done on CPU without consuming GPU memory. Transferring memory from CPU to GPU is only once
at the end of each training phase to replace θ with θ̄.
Convergence analysis: We can simply apply the convergence analysis of SGD such as [1, 21, 37, 24] since the proposed method does not interfere the SGD optimization during each training phase. The method provides better initial
point to the subsequent training phase as well as finally produces better convergent point [24]. We empirically show
in Sec. 3 the effectiveness of the intervention in the initial
points at respective training phases.

3. Experimental Results
We apply the proposed method to train various CNNs on
image classification tasks as follows.
Dataset: We use Cifar-100/10 [16] and SVHN [22] of 32 ×
32 pixel images as well as ImageNet [5] dataset of largersized images.
CNN: On Cifar-100/10 and SVHN, we apply the deep
CNNs of VGG-like 13-layer network [30] with a weight
decay of 0.0001 as well as ResNet34 [10], Wide-ResNet2810 [33] and DenseNet121 [11] with a weight decay of
0.0005. The size of mini-batch is 128. For ImageNet, we
train ResNet50 [10], ResNeXt50 [31] and VGG16 [28] with
a weight decay of 0.0001 and a mini-batch size of 256.

Data augmentation: 32 × 32 pixel images are preprocessed by standardization (0-mean and 1-std) and are
subject to random cropping through 4-pixel padding as data
augmentation; on Cifar-100/10, we additionally apply random horizontal flipping. For ImageNet classification, we
follow the standard procedure of data augmentation [10].
Evaluation: We report the average and standard deviation
of error rates (%) over three runs with different random
seeds on Cifar and SVHN, while measuring top-1 error rate
(%) by single crop testing protocol [17] on ImageNet.

3.1. Ablation Study
We first analyze the proposed method from various aspects on Cifar-100 dataset [16]. According to the common
practice, we apply the baseline SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9 and an initial learning rate of 0.1. The learning rate is then divide by 10 after the 80th and 120th training
epochs to provide three training phases of T ∈ {80, 40, 40}
and λ ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}, as shown in Fig. 6.
Weight for averaging: In the exponential averaging (3),
80
we apply the decaying factor γ = γ0T where T denotes
a period of a training phase (Sec. 2.1); thereby the parameters {θt }Tt=1 are adaptively averaged even with various T (Fig. 4). We evaluate various base factor γ0 ∈
{0.99, 0.95, 0.9, 0.8, 0.5} and show the performance results
in Table 1a. Too large γ0 takes into account rather whole
parameter points in a phase including ineffective ones far
from the error plateau which degrade performance. On the
other hand, the effect of averaging is impeded by smaller γ0
which looks at only a few last samples near by θT . Thus, the
moderately large γ is effective for the exponential averaging
to provide the better convergent point θ̄ for improving classification performance; based on Table 1a, we set γ0 = 0.9,
80
thereby γ = 0.9 T in (3).
We then compare the exponential averaging with the
method that learns weights for averaging [27]. For fair
comparison, we replace the exponential weight αt =
1−γ T −t
γ
in (3) by the weights that the method [27] learns
1−γ T
based on {θt }Tt=1 in our optimization framework (Algorithm 1). The performance comparison in Table 1a shows
80
that the exponential weighting by γ = 0.9 T outperforms
the learnt one. As shown in Fig. 5, the learnt weight is
so long-tailed that irrelevant samples at the early training
epochs contribute to averaging, while the simple exponential weighting is designed to focus on the more informative later epochs based on the analysis of error plateau in
Sec. 2.1.
Training Epochs: We evaluate the robustness of the set80
ting γ = 0.9 T across various numbers of training epochs
T per phase. Table 1b shows the performance results on
shorter (Tp ∈ {60, 30, 30}), medium (Tp ∈ {80, 40, 40})
and longer (Tp ∈ {100, 50, 50}) training duration, demon-
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Table 1. Ablation study on Cifar-100 dataset [16].

(a) Weights for averaging
γ0
CNN
WRN28-10
ResNet34
DenseNet121
13-layer

0.99

0.95

0.9

0.8

0.5

Learnt [27]

18.58±0.12
22.49±0.38
20.24±0.22
26.47±0.13

18.25±0.10
21.78±0.34
20.11±0.37
26.12±0.04

18.34±0.05
21.72±0.29
20.14±0.37
26.05±0.08

18.38±0.22
22.07±0.57
20.31±0.39
26.20±0.14

18.79±0.14
21.99±0.39
20.49±0.41
26.57±0.09

19.45±0.18
22.92±0.35
20.75±0.44
26.65±0.19

(b) Training epochs (Tp )
Tp ∈ {80, 40, 40}

Tp ∈ {60, 30, 30}
CNN
WRN28-10
ResNet34
DenseNet121
13-layer

Tp ∈ {100, 50, 50}

S GD

Ours

S GD

Ours

S GD

Ours

19.47±0.11
23.05±0.24
20.88±0.18
26.69±0.18

18.84±0.19
22.31±0.20
20.37±0.13
25.88±0.22

19.02±0.11
22.62±0.33
20.68±0.43
26.52±0.16

18.34±0.05
21.72±0.29
20.14±0.37
26.05±0.08

18.73±0.24
22.09±0.35
20.25±0.24
26.02±0.15

18.15±0.10
21.34±0.26
19.51±0.35
25.15±0.07

(c) Frequency of averaging
CNN
WRN28-10
ResNet34
DenseNet121
13-layer

(d) Learning rate

No
(S GD)

At the end
[24]

Phase-wise
(ours)

Every k steps
[36]

1−γ T −t+1
λ
1−γ T

cos [19]

19.02±0.11
22.62±0.33
20.68±0.43
26.52±0.16

18.94±0.09
22.37±0.34
20.78±0.41
26.58±0.12

18.34±0.05
21.72±0.29
20.14±0.37
26.05±0.08

19.12±0.09
22.12±0.66
20.25±0.33
26.64±0.23

18.93±0.32
21.86±0.38
20.29±0.22
26.75±0.13

18.64±0.12
22.04±0.40
20.20±0.27
26.74±0.14

Exponential Avg.

Weight on

Training Loss

Learning Rate

Learnt Avg. [27]

Baseline
Decayed
Cosine-anneal. [18]

Epoch in the 1st phase

Epoch

Figure 5. Weights for averaging {θt }80
t=1 in the first training phase.
80

strating that the proposed method with γ = 0.9 T robustly
contributes performance improvement. Thus, we can apply
80
γ = 0.9 T as a rule of thumb to various training settings.
Injection Timing: The proposed method triggers averaging parameters at the end of each training phase. According
to the discussion in Sec. 2.2, we here compare the timing
to inject the averaging into training process. The method
of least frequent timing aggregates parameters at the end
of whole training as in Polyak averaging [24], while a frequent injection is effectively performed by the LookAhead
(LA) method [36] which replaces parameters with the moving averaging one every k steps; k = 5 as suggested in [36].
Table 1c shows the performance comparison of those meth-

Figure 6. Various types of schedules for decaying learning rate.

ods, demonstrating that our approach outperforms the others. As shown in (8), frequently injecting the parameter
averaging into training seems to be less contributing to improve the S GD optimization itself, being rather connected
to decaying the learning rate. On the other hand, parameter aggregation at the end of training does not affect the
optimization process of S GD while slightly improving the
last convergence. The proposed method favorably modifies
S GD by improving convergent point as well as initialization
at each training phase. It is noteworthy that in this case the
S GD optimization is modified only three times by the proposed method.
Decayed Learning Rate: As shown in (6), the exponential
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Table 2. Performance comparison on various datasets.

CNN

A DAM

A MS G RAD A DA B OUND

S GD

LA

Ours

Cifar-100
WRN28-10 29.16±0.24
ResNet34
28.17±0.39
DenseNet121 26.62±0.27
13-layer
27.73±0.15

28.47±0.55
27.11±0.18
26.30±0.30
28.02±0.08

22.63±0.21
24.68±0.24
23.48±0.20
30.02±0.30

19.02±0.11
22.62±0.33
20.68±0.43
26.52±0.16

19.12±0.09
22.12±0.66
20.25±0.33
26.64±0.23

18.34±0.05
21.72±0.29
20.14±0.37
26.05±0.08

Cifar-10
WRN28-10
8.19±0.14
ResNet34
6.74±0.02
DenseNet121 7.10±0.16
13-layer
7.18±0.11

7.99±0.13
6.56±0.17
6.42±0.08
6.91±0.05

5.41±0.08
5.63±0.19
5.37±0.04
7.99±0.03

4.07±0.09
4.82±0.05
4.79±0.03
6.13±0.09

4.11±0.16
4.90±0.16
4.56±0.05
6.37±0.09

3.74±0.11
4.58±0.09
4.49±0.03
5.94±0.08

SVHN
WRN28-10
3.73±0.11
ResNet34
3.59±0.07
DenseNet121 3.66±0.06
13-layer
3.64±0.13

3.66±0.08
3.64±0.05
3.55±0.06
3.59±0.01

2.97±0.08
3.00±0.08
2.98±0.04
3.97±0.11

2.64±0.05
2.81±0.05
2.91±0.06
3.37±0.02

2.63±0.05
2.86±0.14
2.84±0.07
3.43±0.06

2.51±0.02
2.65±0.03
2.77±0.03
3.29±0.05

31.15
28.60
30.37

24.72
24.15
25.77

23.98
22.57
25.41

23.48
22.41
24.89

23.16
21.72
24.67

ImageNet
ResNet-50
33.79
ResNeXt-50
31.87
VGG16
36.34

averaging (3) is implicitly connected to decayed learning
T −t+1
λ where T and λ are the training durarate λt = 1−γ
1−γ T
tion and learning rate at the training phase. For comparison,
we train CNNs by using so-decayed learning rate that decreases continuously and also apply the sophisticated learning rate of cosine-annealing [19]. These various types of
learning rate are visualized in Fig. 6 and the performance results are shown in Table 1d. While the methods of decayed
learning rates comparably perform slightly improving performance of the baseline S GD, the proposed method consistently outperforms them. It is generally hard to design the
optimal schedule of decaying a learning rate in advance. In
contrast, our method exploits fixed step-size S GD through
aggregating parameters to improve convergence and initialization at each training phase without touching the learning
rate.

3.2. Performance comparison
Finally, we compare the performance of various optimizers; in addition to L A method [36], we apply the adaptive methods of A DAM [15] A MS G RAD [25] and A D A B OUND [20] by setting an initial learning rate to 0.001 and
the other hyper-parameters to the values suggested in the respective papers. Those methods are evaluated not only on
the datasets of 32 × 32 pixel images but also the large-scale
ImageNet dataset [5]. On the ImageNet classification, we
apply three training phases of Tp ∈ {60, 30, 30} with λp ∈
{0.1, 0.01, 0.001} for S GD, L A [36] and ours, while we

changed the learning rate λp ∈ {0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001}
for the adaptive methods. Table 2 shows performance comparison on those datasets using diverse CNNs. The proposed method effectively improves S GD to favorably outperform the others, demonstrating the generality over various datasets and CNNs.

3.3. Application to Adaptive Optimization Methods
We have discussed so far the effect of the proposed
method on S GD optimization. The method is so simple
as to be applicable to the other types of optimization such
as adaptive methods which are considered as comparison
methods in the previous section; in Algorithm 1, the parameter updating by S GD in line 6 is simply replaced by the
updating of adaptive methods, such as A DAM. One of the
favorable characteristics of the adaptive methods is faster
convergence compared to S GD, and thus we analyze such
an aspect by applying the proposed method to them.
We train CNNs by the adaptive methods (A DAM, A MS G RAD and A DA B OUND) over 80 epochs with a (constant)
initial learning rate of 0.001 and then accordingly apply the
80
proposed method with the decaying factor γ = 0.9 80 =
0.9. For comparison, S GD is also applied with the same
setting (80 epochs and constant learning rate of 0.1). Table 3 shows the performance results on Cifar-10/100 and
SVHN datasets. The adaptive methods provides better performance, i.e., faster convergence, than S GD due to the
adaptive scaling; the performance is effectively improved
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Table 3. Performance by adaptive optimization methods on 80-epoch training.

A DAM
CNN

Orig.

A MS G RAD

A DA B OUND

S GD

Ours

Orig.

Ours

Orig.

Ours

Orig.

Ours

Cifar-100
WRN28-10 35.91±0.90
ResNet34
35.13±0.23
DenseNet121 32.64±0.86
13-layer
34.15±0.67

27.42±0.39
26.27±0.14
24.85±0.32
26.32±0.11

35.61±0.83
34.74±1.05
31.87±0.71
33.31±0.26

27.15±0.31
25.60±0.27
24.68±0.22
26.94±0.36

31.19±0.78
32.72±0.67
31.55±0.95
32.88±0.36

21.67±0.29
24.02±0.08
22.19±0.23
29.30±0.06

39.62±1.92
40.17±2.61
39.37±1.13
37.18±0.59

19.35±0.19
23.65±0.34
21.86±0.14
25.39±0.03

Cifar-10
WRN28-10 12.83±0.40
ResNet34
11.20±0.52
DenseNet121 10.72±0.71
13-layer
10.22±0.36

7.81±0.32 11.84±0.59
6.85±0.02 10.48±0.35
6.54±0.05 9.55±0.48
6.49±0.14 9.95±0.01

7.91±0.34 9.66±0.69
6.23±0.09 8.78±0.15
6.35±0.17 8.65±0.49
6.45±0.08 10.18±0.34

5.19±0.13
5.39±0.08
5.14±0.15
7.76±0.11

13.61±0.80
16.12±0.75
15.90±1.60
10.74±0.03

4.78±0.06
6.01±0.10
5.92±0.15
5.77±0.03

SVHN
WRN28-10
5.71±1.18
ResNet34
4.73±0.03
DenseNet121 4.43±0.35
13-layer
4.89±0.22

3.13±0.11
3.03±0.12
2.98±0.02
3.32±0.04

2.98±0.04
2.95±0.07
2.98±0.04
3.27±0.03

2.68±0.05
2.73±0.08
2.74±0.02
3.91±0.09

5.54±0.08
6.05±0.41
5.99±0.19
5.85±0.58

2.61±0.04
2.70±0.07
2.82±0.06
3.12±0.04

5.04±0.06
4.11±0.21
4.52±0.31
5.23±0.25

Table 4. Performance by adaptive optimization methods with the
proposed method on (full) 160-epoch training.

CNN

A DAM

A MS G RAD A DA B OUND

Cifar-100
WRN28-10 29.62±0.16
ResNet34
26.37±0.21
DenseNet121 26.38±0.36
13-layer
27.44±0.14

28.91±0.37
26.59±0.15
26.04±0.19
27.83±0.54

21.72±0.31
24.09±0.11
22.43±0.18
29.94±0.05

Cifar-10
WRN28-10
8.26±0.14
ResNet34
6.90±0.07
DenseNet121 6.80±0.19
13-layer
6.80±0.14

8.10±0.04
6.18±0.07
6.34±0.12
6.63±0.13

5.22±0.06
5.39±0.10
5.12±0.20
7.86±0.10

SVHN
WRN28-10
3.74±0.04
ResNet34
3.64±0.05
DenseNet121 3.59±0.12
13-layer
3.59±0.03

3.63±0.11
3.54±0.13
3.58±0.06
3.46±0.07

2.74±0.08
2.90±0.07
2.82±0.03
3.94±0.12

by A DA B OUND [20] which is the SOTA variant of A DAM.
By applying the proposed method, those performances are
further improved, even surpassing the performance of full
160-epoch training (Table 2). Based on these results, we
conjecture that the adaptive methods optimize CNN models
as the ones closely around the (local) optimal point even
by a constant initial learning rate and thus the proposed
method effectively works to push the models toward the optimum via efficient averaging. Actually, the performance is

4.86±0.41
4.53±0.55
4.66±0.25
4.58±0.20

not further improved even by further training with smaller
learning rate (Table 4). Therefore, we could suggest to combine the adaptive methods equipped of a constant learning
rater with the proposed averaging method; our future work
includes the application of the adaptive methods to various
tasks other than vision ones.
It is noteworthy that S GD equipped with the proposed
method (Table 2) still outperforms those improved performance of the adaptive methods (Table 3); the S GD with our
method is superior to the adaptive ones even on 80-epoch
training (Table 3). This implies that S GD with a constant
learning rate finds better local optima but cannot approach it
due to the large (constant) learning rate. Thus, further training with smaller learning rate contributes to performance
improvement as shown in Table 2.

4. Conclusion
We have proposed a simple yet effective optimization
method to improve S GD. For training CNNs, fixed stepsize S GD poses the issue regarding the error plateau while
exhibiting favorable optimization property at the early training period. Through analyzing the error plateau and the repeated structure of S GD process with phase-wise decay of
learning rate, the proposed method improves both the convergence and the initialization at each training phase in S GD
optimization. The method is simple and requires almost the
same computation cost as S GD. In the experiments on various datasets using diverse CNNs on image classification
tasks, the proposed method produces favorable performance
in comparison with the other methods.
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